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About This Game

Bestiary of Sigillum is a one-on-one competitive online game that blends the depth of a turn-based strategy with the diversity of
the MOBA genre.

Summon your army of legendary heroes with one-of-a-kind abilities and destroy the opponent’s castle.

GAMEPLAY FEATURES:

TURN-BASED COMBAT
It takes only two players to battle, and the turn-based combat system allows each player to take control of three heroes at
once.
Be the initiator, carry and support of your team.

DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTERS
There are three classes of heroes – Strength, Agility and Intelligence; and all heroes have their own advantages and
disadvantages.
Try one of the many combinations for your own army.

ONE-OF-A-KIND ABILITIES
Each hero comes with unique skills for hurting foes, moving heroes around or applying effects to enemies and allies.
Combine these skills to achieve the best outcome.

NO RANDOMNESS
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There’s no randomness in Bestiary of Sigillum: the outcome of each battle depends solely on the players’ skill.
Plan ahead, and no bad luck will be there to stop you.

DIVERSE TERRAIN
Many types of terrain will affect most units’ abilities, making them more or less efficient depending on their positioning.
Pay close attention to where your allies and enemies stand.

RANKING SYSTEM
The league-based matchmaking system will test your mastery against the opponents of similar skill.
Prove your worth, and ascend to the top.
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Title: Bestiary of Sigillum
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Intaglyph
Publisher:
Intaglyph
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later

Processor: Dual-core 2.0 GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian
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This game. This game is packed. This game is beautiful. This game is Cool. This game is Great. Ive played 0.9 hours, and i've
fell in love with this game already. This game can teach people about situations, and different ways you might handle them. You
process through these doors with different ages. This game is visually beautiful too. It looks amazing, while at the same time, a
great time spender. (Free time.) I would like to see my friends playing this. #WorthIt. very good just wating for omsi 2 lodnon
addon. I LOVED this game! Wonderful story, memorable characters, and a great soundtrack. You can tell a lot of love went into
this project. Definitely check it out :). You need Windows Live account to play this game. If I had known this earlier, I wouldn't
have purchased this. Do not make the same mistake I made. Stay away.. im a fan of racing games and car customization games,
this game is not very good in either aspect. the gameplay itself is just meh, very bland and no depth. also if your not smart about
which mods u make to your car your gunna get obsolete and smoked real soon. buy a cheaper car and give it all performance
mods do anything cosmetic in the beginning of the game and u will regret it. the race winner is determined by who spent ther
money better, not skill. save your money for real car games.
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Lots of bullets will greet you from the onset of this bullet hell shmup. Luckily, it has focus fire to allow for slow and precise
movement. This is a well made game that bullet hell fans will enjoy.. Pretty simple fun game. Sounds get quite reppetitive and
obnoxious and it would certainly help if there was a mouse sensitivity slider. I can barely play the game because the ingame
sensitivity is too high for my mouse.

Playstyle while leaning feels weird when you turn. I can see how it was programmed but I'm certain there is a better way around
that! (Looking at you dev). Despite the mixed reviews, I decided to pick this one up since the story looked interesting. I'm very
glad I did!

Although the basic interface and gameplay is the same as most hidden object games, I found the Grimoire + Mortar system for
recipes\/potions and the magic system to be a refreshing change from the usual fare. I only wish there had been more of it.

The game is what I consider "Artifex Mundi style" in that it's a combination of hidden object and point-and-click, although this
one heavier on the hidden object scenes and lighter on minigames than some. The non-HO gameplay generally consists of
gathering ingredients for various spells and potions to save people.

Hidden object scenes (and the rest of the visuals, for that matter) are well done. They are challenging in a good way, not a "what
the hell pixel do I need to click to pick this damn thing up" way. I did notice a sort of British leaning in the vocabulary which
might throw off some U.S. players (i.e. a biscuit jar instead of a cookie jar), but the places where that might be confusing are
really pretty few.

The few cutscenes with animation are a little clunky but it doesn't detract in any way from the game itself.

Sound is pretty standard for a game of this type; there is some minimal voiceover work in the beginning but the game is
generally text dialogue (which is sometimes a blessing when you compare to some games!).

The game isn't terribly long, 2-3 hours for a full playthrough if you don't stumble on any of the puzzles (which you shouldn't, it's
not that difficult overall). The $4.99 price tag is about the normal price for a game of this length, and it's even better if you can
get it on sale as I did recently.

My ONLY complaint is that it ends on a cliffhanger and as the original release was quite some time ago, I have no idea if the
second part was ever made or ever will be made (I didn't see it on Steam). So you have to be okay with not having story
resolution. I think the game is good enough to overcome that minor annoyance but I know it would drive some people batshit
crazy. Just something to keep in mind.. The first 2 hours of this game are great and extremely enjoyable. After that, it\u2019s
absolutely\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with bad dialogue and gameplay.. DLC too over priced!

10\/10 will burn my money again!

Update: This DLC was $29.99 and after my review it is now $14.99... Still over priced! :D

Update v.1.04:
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 Architectus. Tower Barrage area reduced. Target: enemy hero on any hex on a straight line from this hero’s location.

 Armus. Charge cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Carnifex. Scroll of Judgment area increased. Target: any ally/enemy hero anywhere on the field.

 Ferrarius. Hammer cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Malleus. Ditch cooldown increased from 3 to 4.

 Vinctum. Iron Mask cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Aqus. Fluidity area increased. Target: any buffed ally/enemy hero anywhere on the field. Cooldown reduced from 2 to
1.

 Cerberus. Vehemence cooldown increased: 2 base, +1 if Cerberus is in a Forest/Mountain hex, +2 in a Water hex.

 Iratus. Frenzy. Changed the number of wounds to use. Target: wounded Iratus. Cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Mortum. Changed Vampiric Attack. The hero can heal their own wounds with attacks: if this hero deals 1+ (reduced
from 2+) damage with the attack ability, it will restore 1 health to itself.

 Toxicum. Poisoner’s Kit area increased. Target: all enemy heroes on adjacent hexes.

 Arborus. HP reduced from 3 to 2.

 Arborus. Call of the Woods cooldown increased from 2 to 3.

 Fidea. Retribution area increased, but reduced the number of attack targets. Target: any debuffed enemy hero anywhere
on the field.

 Fidea. Resurrection. Changed the number of wounds to use. Target: Fidea or any ally wounded hero anywhere on the
field.

 Goetium. Spell of Purification area reduced. Target: Goetium and all ally heroes on adjacent hexes.
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 Goetium. Summoning Ritual cooldown increased from 4 to 5.

 Ignifer. Might of Fire area increased. Target: any ally Melee hero anywhere on the field.

 Illesebra. Lifelust area increased. Target: any ally hero anywhere on the field. Cooldown increased from 1-3 to 3.

 Lignum. Limp Hands cooldown increased from 3 to 4.

 Messum. Harvest. Reduced the number of attack targets. Target: any enemy hero that aren’t adjacent to their allies.

. BETA UPDATE [V.0.72-0.75]:
v.0.75
- Iratus. Attack Power changed: 1 base, +1 if there is more than one enemy adjacent to Iratus.

v.0.74
- Architectus. Reconstruction cooldown reduced from 4 to X (5 base, -1 for each ally in a Mountain hex, including Architectus).
- Ignifer. Might of Fire cooldown reduced from 4 to 3.
- Ballistarius. Optical Sight cooldown increased from 3(2) to 4(3).
- Cerberus. Howl cooldown increased from 3 to 4.

v.0.73
- Caballus. Reworked Heavy Hooves. Target: all enemy heroes on adjacent hexes. Cooldown reduced from 3 to 2.
- Caballus. Reworked Lasso. Target: any ally/enemy hero in an adjacent hex.
- Fidea. Take Wing cooldown reduced from 4 to 3.
- Aqus. Might of Water cooldown reduced from 3 to 2.
- Toxicum. Poisoner’s Kit cooldown reduced from 2 to 1.

v.0.72
- Arborus. HP reduced from 4 to 3.
- Goetium. Reworked Lightning. Target: any enemy hero who isn’t adjacent to Goetium or his allies.. Roadmap 2019:

Almost a week has passed since the release date, and we're happy to see so much feedback coming from you!

We did not expect the game against AI to be so important to many people. We listen to the community and will work on this
opportunity.

Here is the roadmap for the current year. We hope with your support we will be able to realize all our plans.
__
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